Abstract. Given a positive integer k and a directed graph with real edge cost, the negative k-cycle problem (kNCP) is to determine whether there exists a negative cycle with at least k edges. The kNCP problem generalizes two well known problems: The negative cycle detection problem of determining whether there exist negative cycles in a given graph, and the k-cycle problem of determining whether there exist a cycle with at least k edges. This paper proves the N P-completeness of kNCP for any fixed k ≥ 3 by giving a reduction from the 3 occurrence 3-Satisfiability (3O3SAT ) problem. Compared to the fact that the negative cycle detection problem is polynomial solvable and the k-cycle problem is fixed-parameter tractable with respect to k, the hardness result for kNCP seems interesting.
Introduction
The negative cycle detection problem, to determine whether a given graph contains negative cycles, has wide application areas. Other than only detecting a negative cycle, some problems, such as verifying deadlock-free property of a dataflow system, require detecting negative cycles with a minimum length greater than two [8, 7] . This motivated us to study the negative k-cycle detection problem (kNCP). Compared with the classic negative cycle detection problem, the new problem has restriction on the minimum length of the cycles.
Before introducing our results, we would like first to clarify some definitions.
Definition 1 (Cycle) For a graph G = (V ; E), a cycle O is a walk v 0 v 1 . . . v n over G such that there are no repeated vertices except v 0 = v n . Let c(e) → R be the cost function of e ∈ E. Then cycle O is negative if the total weight of edges on O is negative, e.g. n i=0 c(v i v i+1 ) < 0. For convenience, we refer to cycles that have k edges as k-cycle.
Definition 2 (Negative k-cycle Problem, kNCP) Given a graph G = (V, E), where each edge e ∈ E is with a cost c(e) → R, and a length l(e) = 1, the negative k-cycle problem is to decide whether there exists a cycle O, such that the length l(O) = e∈O l(e) ≥ k and the cost c(O) < 0.
The kNCP problem generalizes both the negative cycle detection problem and the k cycle problem (or namely the long directed cycle problem [2] ). The former is exactly 2NCP, i.e. kNCP with k = 2, which can be solved in polynomial time with classic algorithms such as the Bellman-Ford algorithm [1, 5] . The latter, i.e. the k cycle problem to determine whether a given graph contains a cycle O with l(O) ≥ k, is exactly kNCP when c(e) < 0 holds for every e ∈ E. It is shown by [6] that the problem is fixed parameter tractable, and admits an algorithm with a time complexity
) for a constant c > 0 by using representative sets as in [4] , and currently to 6.75 k n O(1) independently by [3] and [9] . Different to the two classic special cases above, the kNCP problem admits no polynomial algorithms for any fixed k ≥ 3. Formally, we will prove the following theorem.
Theorem 3
The k-negative cycle problem is N P-complete in a simple graph (where parallel edge in opposite direction is allowed), for any fixed integer k ≥ 3.
Proof of Theorem 3
In this section, we will prove Theorem 3 by reducing from the 3 occurrence 3SAT (3O3SAT ) problem which is known to be N P-complete [10] . In an instance of 3O3SAT , we are given n variables {x 1 , . . . , x n } and m clauses {C 1 , . . . , C m }, where C i is the OR of at most three literals, and each literal is an occurrence of the variable x j or its negation. In addition, each variable x i , including both literal x i and x i , appears at most 3 times in all the m clauses. The 3O3SAT problem answers whether there is an assignment satisfying all the m clauses.
To simplify the reduction, W.l.o.g. we assume that the possible occurrences of a variable x in an instance of 3O3SAT fall in the following three cases:
Case 1: All occurrences of x are all x; Case 2: The occurrences of x are exactly one positive literal and one negative literal;
Case 3: The occurrences of x are exactly two positive literals and one negative literal;
Note that there are still two other cases: (1) all occurrences of x are negative literals; (2) exactly two occurrences of negative literals and one positive literal. However, these two cases can be immediately reduced to Case 1 and Case 3, respectively, by setting y = x and replacing occurrences of x and x with y and y, respectively. Therefore, we only need to consider the three cases above..
The key idea of the proof is, for any given instance of 3O3SAT, to construct a graph G, such that there exists a cycle O with c(O) < 0 and l(O) ≥ 3 in G if and only if the instance is satisfiable. An important fact used in the construction is that every variable appears at most 3 times in a 3O3SAT instance. In the following, we will show how to construct G according to clauses, variables, and the relation between clauses and variables. An example of the construction of G according to F = (x 1 ∨x 3 )(x 1 ∨x 2 ∨x 4 )(x 1 ∨ x 2 ∨ x 4 ) is as depicted in Figure 1 .
It remains only to prove the following lemma, which could immediately result in the correctness of Theorem 3.
Lemma 4 An instance of 3O3SAT is feasible iff the corresponding graph G contains a cycle O with l(O) ≥ 3 and c(O) < 0.
Let U = {u i , v i |i = 1, . . . , m} be the set of vertices that correspond to the clauses. We first prove a proposition that if a path from u h to v l (h = l) does not enroute any other u ∈ U , the cost of the path is at least m.
Proposition 5 Let P (u, v) be a path from u to v. For any path
Cost −2m edge Cost 
Proof. Apparently, for every edge (y, z) with cost −2m, there exists only one edge e 1 entering y, and only one edge e 2 leaving z. Furthermore, e 1 = (u h ′ , y) and e 2 = (z, v h ′ ). So P (u h , v l ), h = l, as in the proposition can not go through any cost −2m edge. That is, P (u h , v l ), h = l, can only go through the nonnegative cost edges. It remains to show P (u h , v l ), h = l, must go through at least one cost m edge. Suppose P (u h , v l ), h = l does not go through any cost m edges. Let (u h , y j1 i ), (z j2 i , v l ) ∈ P (u h , v l ) be the two edges leaving u h and entering v l , respectively. Then y j1 i and z j2 i must incident to two edges that corresponds to the negation of two variables. Further, the two variable must be identical, since vertices of two distinct lobes will be separated by U , and hence for P (y
In graph G \ e(v m , u 1 ), every path P (u, v), u, v ∈ U , has a non-negative cost.
Proof. Apparently, in G\e(v m , u 1 ), every edge with negative cost is exactly with cost −2m. Let (y We need only to show P = {P k |k = 1, . . . , m}∪{(v h , u h+1 )|h = 1, . . . , m−1} exactly composes a path from u 1 to v m with cost smaller than 1. For the first, P is a path. Because τ is an assignment, τ (x i ) = true and τ (x i ) = true can not both hold, and hence P contains no length-2 cycle. For the cost, according to the construction, if τ (w k ) = τ (x i ) = true then the subpath P k is with cost exactly equal to 0; otherwise, i.e. τ (w k ) = τ (x i ) = true, the subpath P k is with cost exactly equal to 1 m+1 . Meanwhile, c(e(v h , u h+1 )) = 0 for each h. Therefore, the total cost c(P ) ≤ m m+1 < 1, where the maximum is attained when all clauses are all satisfied by negative of the variables.
(<=) Conversely, assume that there exists a negative-cost cycle O, which contains NO negative cost length-2 cycle. According to Proposition 6, e(v m , u 1 ) must appears on O, so that c(O) < 0 can hold. Let P = O \ e(v m , u 1 ) and τ be a true assignment according to P : if P go through literal x i , set τ (x i ) = f alse and set τ (x i ) = true otherwise. It remains to show such the assignment according to P satisfies all the clauses. To do this, we shall firstly show P will go through all the vertices of U in the order
and secondly show that P (u h , v h ) has to go through exactly a subpath corresponding to a literal, say w, for which if τ (w) = true, then C h is satisfied. Then from the fact that P contains no negative cost length-2 cycle, τ is a feasible assignment satisfying all the clauses.
For the first, according to Proposition 5, if P (u i , v j ) ∩ U = {u i , v j }, then j = i (i.e. v j = v i ) must hold. Since otherwise, according to Proposition 5 c(P (u i , v j )) ≥ m must hold; while according to Proposition 6, the other parts of P is with c(P (u 1 , u i )) ≥ 0 and c(P (v j , v m )) ≥ 0. That is, c(P ) ≥ m. On the other hand, since c(e(v m , u 1 )) = −1 and c(O) < 0, we have c(P ) < 1, a contradiction. Furthermore, since there exists only one edge leaving v i , i.e. (v i , u i+1 ), P must go through every edge e(v i , u i+1 ) incrementally on i, i.e. in the order of u 1 ≺ v 1 ≺ · · · ≺ u i ≺ v i ≺ · · · ≺ u m ≺ v m . For the second, according to the structure of G and c(P ) < 1, c(P (u h , v h )) ≤ 1 m+1 must hold. Then c(P (u h , v h )) has to go through exactly a subpath corresponding to a literal. ⊓ ⊔
Conclusion
In this paper, we have shown that the negative k-cycle problem is N P-complete. We hope the conclusion can benefit the research community in related problems, such as the k-cycle problem.
